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For centuries, the formation of vein patterns in the leaf has intrigued biologists, mathematicians and philosophers. In leaf development, files of vein-forming procambial cells emerge from seemingly homogeneous subepidermal tissue through the selection of anatomically inconspicuous preprocambial cells. Although the molecular details underlying the orderly differentiation of veins in the leaf remain elusive, gradually restricted transport paths of the plant hormone auxin have long been implicated in defining sites of vein formation. Several recent advances now appear to converge on a more precise definition of the role of auxin flow at different stages of vascular development. The picture that emerges is that of vein formation as a self-organizing, reiterative, auxin transport-dependent process.

The vascular system of plants is a branching array of cell files extending through all organs.1 In dicot leaves, these vascular strands, or 'veins', are arranged in a ramified pattern that largely reflects the shape of the leaf (Fig. 1A).2,3 ‘Lateral veins’ branch from a conspicuous central vein (‘midvein’) that is continuous with the stem vasculature. In many species, lateral veins extend along the leaf edge to form ‘marginal veins’, which connect to adjacent lateral veins to form prominent closed loops. Finally, a series of ‘higher-order veins’ branch from midvein and loops and can either terminate in the lamina (‘free-ending veins’) or join two veins (‘connected veins’).

Vascular cells mature from procambial cells: narrow, cytoplasm-dense cells, characterized in continuous strands.4 Leaf procambial strands differentiate from files of isodiametric preprocambial cells, which are selected from the anatomically homogeneous subepidermal tissue of the leaf primordium, the ground meristem (Fig. 1B).5,6 The mechanism by which ground meristem cells are specified to procambial cell fate is unknown, but an instrumental role for auxin transport and resulting auxin distribution patterns in this process has increasingly gained support.7,13 This brief essay summarizes a recent group of articles that emphasizes the importance of auxin transport in leaf vein formation.

Vein Positioning and Preprocambial Cell Selection

Transport of the plant hormone auxin seems to be accurately visualized through the expression pattern and subcellular localization of auxin transport-associated proteins of the PIN family,14,15 and expression profiling identifies PIN1 as the most relevant member of the PIN gene family in leaf vein formation.11 During normal and experimentally altered leaf vein formation, PIN1 expression precedes and converges towards sites of preprocambial strand formation and, at the PIN1 expression level, all veins appear to be generated through two basic ontogenies (Fig. 1C).11,13 The midvein and lateral veins originate from subepidermal PIN1 domains associated with convergence points of PIN1 polarity in the epidermis, while higher-order veins emerge from PIN1 domains initiated within the expanding lamina. These internal domains are initially free-ending, but can become connected upon proximity to other PIN1 domains. Interestingly, each individual loop is composed of a ‘lateral’ PIN1 domain and a ‘marginal’ domain, which is ontogenically equivalent to a connected higher-order PIN1 domain (Fig. 1C). In mature leaves, the loops’ composite origin is still recognizable in third and subsequent loop pairs, and it is only in the first and second loop pairs that this origin is obscured by the smooth amalgamation of lateral and marginal veins (Fig. 1A).11,16

Elevated auxin levels, whether naturally occurring in association with hydathodes or as a consequence of direct auxin application or auxin transport inhibition, lead to expanded PIN1 domains (Fig. 1C).10,11,13,17 Broad PIN1 domains eventually shrink to a few cell files predicting vein position, and the narrowing process is dependent on auxin transport (Fig. 1C). Within narrow PIN1 domains, subcellular localization indicates auxin transport towards pre-existing veins: in free-ending domains, a single polarity exists, while in connected domains, two opposite polarities are connected by a bipolar cell.11,13 PIN1 polarity may not be uniformly directed towards pre-existing veins across wide PIN1 domains, but it is usually so along each domain’s midline.

These observations are consistent with the notion that vasculature is formed along core areas of gradually restricted domains of
Progressive restriction of expression domains to sites of vein formation has been shown for a number of genes implicated in vascular patterning, suggesting that this may represent a general feature of the preprocambial cell selection process.

Preprocambial Strand Formation

During the formation of all veins and under all tested experimental conditions, expression of preprocambial markers such as *Athb8* and *J1721* is initiated next to pre-existing vasculature and then extends...
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progressively away from this point of origin, suggesting that all veins arise as free-ending preprocambial branches (Fig. 1C). Furthermore, connected veins are formed by fusion of initially free-ending preprocambial strands and free-ending veins result from termination of the extension of preprocambial expression domains (Fig. 1C).

Although *Athb8*/*J1721* expressing preprocambial strands extend progressively under all conditions, the specific direction of this progression varies. In fact, while preprocambial strands in the first and second loop pairs invariably extend from central to marginal regions of the developing leaf, third loop preprocambial strands can form in the opposite direction (i.e., marginal to central) (Fig. 1C). Unlike the first and second loop pairs, third loop pairs are associated with conspicuous auxin response maxima at the primordium margin and expanded PIN1 subepidermal domains (Fig. 1C). This suggests that *Athb8*/*J1721* preprocambial strands are initiated at a critical auxin level, which for third and subsequent loop pairs could be reached at the margin of the primordium, possibly because of localized auxin synthesis. In contrast, auxin levels critical for preprocambial strand initiation for the first two loop pairs would be attained at the centre of the primordium, in proximity of the midvein, presumably the point of convergence of auxin produced anywhere in the lamina. This interpretation is further supported by the observation that direct auxin application at the primordium margin results in reversal of polarity of *J1721* preprocambial strand formation, which then occurs exclusively from the margin to the middle of the primordium (Fig. 1C). Moreover, when auxin flow is systemically impaired throughout primordium development, individual loops can even be formed through the fusion of *J1721* preprocambial strands that extend from central regions of the primordium towards its margins with *J1721* strands that progress from the primordium margin towards its middle (Fig. 1C).

**Procambium Differentiation**

Expression of procambial differentiation markers, including ET1335 and Q0990, suggests that procambium distinctive features appear simultaneously along entire strands (Fig. 1C). Preprocambial cells acquire the procambium-distinctive narrow shape through coordinated cell elongation occurring along the entire length of the strand, rather than through a synchronized cell division parallel to the axis of the preprocambial strand. Whereas procambium differentiates simultaneously throughout the first two loop pairs, lateral and marginal procambial strands can appear successively in third loops (Fig. 1C). As formation of third loop pairs is associated with increased auxin levels at the hydathode, excess auxin seems to prevent simultaneous procambium differentiation along entire loops. This hypothesis is also supported by the observation that separate appearance of lateral and marginal strands occurs in all loop-like veins formed in response to auxin application (Fig. 1C). Furthermore, when auxin levels are raised in the primordium because of reduced auxin drainage, lateral and marginal strands differentiate separately in all loops, including the typically simultaneously differentiating first two loop pairs (Fig. 1C). Therefore, given enough auxin at critical stages of development, formation of all procambial loops occurs in temporally distinct steps. Increased auxin levels could lead to deviations in simultaneity of procambial loop differentiation by delaying the transition of incipient veins (e.g., the lateral vein of the third loop) from less efficient to more efficient sinks. This, in turn, would prevent the formation of a connection (e.g., the marginal vein of the third loop) with pre-existing veins (e.g., the second loop). The simultaneous differentiation of lateral and marginal procambial strands in first and second loop pairs observed under normal conditions could thus simply reflect efficient auxin flow and/or inconspicuous auxin synthesis in early primordium development.

**Termination of Vein Formation**

Termination of vein formation could, in principle, occur at any developmental stage. However, available evidence suggests that, although formally possible, termination is unlikely to occur at the procambial stage. In fact, all mutants isolated to date that show fragmented procambial strands also display similar continuity defects at *Athb8*-labeled preprocambial stages. Furthermore, mutants with fewer procambial strands, a higher proportion of which end freely, show similar reduced complexity and connectivity at *Athb8*-expressing preprocambial stages. These observations suggest that termination of procambial strands must have occurred at preprocambial stages. Termination of preprocambial strand formation has, in turn, been suggested to occur because of exhausted signaling within the developing veins and/or because of halted proliferation and consequent differentiation of the remaining ground meristem population into the alternative subepidermal tissue of the mature leaf, the mesophyll. Whether these different mechanisms are parts of the same pathway will have to await the identification of more molecular players.

**Conclusions and Perspectives**

How vein patterns can be generated has been subject to discussion, and although pieces of the puzzle have started to emerge, many questions remain unanswered. Different stages of vein formation display strikingly different dynamics (Fig. 1C). How are dynamics at a specific stage translated into those characteristic of the successive stage? Expression of preprocambial and mesophyll emergence markers seems to identify two non-overlapping cell states (Fig. 1B). How are developmental decisions made in vein-forming cells coordinated with decisions made in non-vascular tissues? While the answers to these and other questions still elude us, it is clear that an in-depth understanding of vein formation is a prerequisite to answering them. The recent work described here is a step in that direction.
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